Honeywell’s Farenhyt Series has always focused on functionality and flexibility, which is why its products are routinely found in educational institutions, public assembly arenas, and office facilities across the United States. The same fire alarm control panels can be used for both large and small school systems, expanding facilities, as well as retrofitting for older systems and buildings.

With the Farenhyt Series, you have the choice of our factory-trained installers so you don’t get locked into expensive service contracts or tied into one service provider. From the top floor to the bottom line, Honeywell’s Farenhyt Series has the solution to fit your need without sacrificing a safe atmosphere for your students and faculty.

Visit our website for Case Studies from a sample of our satisfied customer experiences.

- Flexible system grows with you
- Cost effective systems for retrofit or new construction
- Choice of service providers
- Emergency Voice Evacuation
- Fire/CO detection available
The Choice is Elementary

IFP-2100ECS
Fire Alarm and Emergency Communications System in One Cabinet.

- 15 recordable messages that can be mapped to 8 ECS buttons
- Separate networks for control and voice paging
- Programmable message priority to meet your emergency response plan
- Up to 64 audio switches that can be mapped to 128 speaker circuits
- Programmable trigger inputs from an external MNS source, such as a Monaco system, to either the VCM, RVM, or 5880.

IFP-2100B
Flexible and Easy-to-Use Fire and CO Alarm Control System

- User friendly software allows minor maintenance by designated school authority
- Flexible control programming enables faster system install and testing
- Controls for detector sensitivity, day/night thresholds, drift compensation and pre-trouble maintenance alerts
- Top selling fire alarm system in school systems across the US

Fire/Co Detection
The IDP-FIRE-CO provides both fire and carbon monoxide (CO) detection from a single detector.

- Saves on overall installation cost by eliminating the need to install multiple detectors
- Increase room aesthetics by reducing the number of devices
- Eliminates nuisance alarms by using true multi-criteria detection

Notification Devices
The System Sensor L-Series product line is the industry’s most refined series of audible/visible notification appliances that simplify the specification, configuration and installation of fire systems.

- Low current draw
- Surface mount back boxes and trim rings
- Modern sleek design with a variety of accessories including colored lenses
- Honeywell Farenhyt Series fire alarm systems all have built-in synchronization for System Sensor, Wheelock and Gentex.

About Honeywell Farenhyt Series
The Honeywell Farenhyt Series is an end-to-end fire solution that provides power, control, and choice. From protecting the top floor of a building to protecting your bottom line, the Farenhyt Series leads with innovative and feature-rich products that are also affordable.
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